The Meeting Space
At Law Society House
A space
to gather
to think
to discuss
to mediate

In an era of constant activity and noise, having a suitable place to talk through any issue is invaluable. The Meeting Space at Law Society House is a state-of-the-art facility that provides room to think and act with clarity and care.

Offering both formal and informal areas, with flexibility in size and layout, the Meeting Space delivers the privacy and convenience that effective engagement demands.

If you are seeking space for mediation, need a venue for business gatherings, or a place where you can bring clients, the Meeting Space is a calm, quiet and friendly place to talk.

Located in the heart of Belfast’s Legal Quarter, with spacious plenary and meeting rooms, break out areas and coffee docks, it is the perfect city centre base for solicitors and also an excellent choice for seminars, presentations, and gatherings for any business sector.

Close to the courts, restaurants and shopping areas, with ample nearby parking and easy access to motorways and rail links, you will be hosted by a professional team dedicated to ensuring your event is a success.

We all know that face to face communication is hard to beat. However, virtual and hybrid meetings have become a way of life and therefore every room is equipped with the highest specification of audio-visual facilities, high-speed connectivity and wide-screen video conferencing.

The Meeting Space is a contemporary venue designed with communication at its heart and offering every user an exceptional experience.
A space to gather
The act of coming together to talk is a vital part of any project or plan.

A space to think
Clear thinking during a busy day requires a quiet, convenient location.

A space to discuss
Face-to-face communication in the perfect ambience is essential to success.

A space to mediate
Dispute resolution can be accelerated by a sympathetic environment.
Our Spaces

The Meeting Space at Law Society House is all about flexibility. You can book one or more of our rooms in a combination that meets your exact needs.

MEETING ROOMS
The 5 meeting rooms seat up to 8 people boardroom style, with full video conferencing facilities including 55-inch AV monitors operated by Crestron touch screen panels. Conferencing platforms include both Microsoft Teams and Zoom.

PLENARY ROOMS
The 3 plenary rooms seat up to 16 people boardroom style, with full video conferencing facilities including 86-inch AV monitors operated by Crestron touch screen panels. Conferencing platforms include both Microsoft Teams and Zoom.

SEMINAR ROOM
The seminar room can comfortably accommodate up to 40 people, from tribunals to seminars to larger meetings, this multi-function room has the flexibility to meet a wide variety of needs. It also provides full video conferencing facilities including 86-inch AV monitors operated by Crestron touch screen panels. Conferencing platforms include both Microsoft Teams and Zoom.
Complimentary tea, coffee and water is available for all users. Additional catering can be arranged if required.

BOOKINGS
To book any of the rooms at the Meeting Space visit www.themeetingspaceni.co.uk If you would like to discuss your requirements a member of our team will be happy to help, please Telephone: 028 9622 7437 or email: MeetingSpace@lawsoc-ni.org
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